Why Why Why...Do Bees Make Honey?
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Find out here, and learn about how they make it, and what honey is.. In short, honey bees
make honey as a way of storing food to eat over the cooler winter.Bees start making honey,
which is their food, by visiting flowers. They collect a sugary juice called nectar from the
blossom by sucking it out with.It is believed that honey has been a staple of the human diet for
many thousands of years. In fact, until sugar became widely available in the 16th century,
honey.Honeybees make honey to eat. Honey is a source of carbohydrate energy and pollen is a
source of protein. Honeybees make huge quantities of honey to feed.Hi.. as an apiculturist i
think i can answer this query. First of all bees do not produce honey. They collect it from
nature, from flowers as well as from ducts in the.When bees make hexagons in their hives, the
six-sided shapes fit together A bee colony can produce pounds of honey, Cobey said.Learn
how and why bees make honey in this video, and also about why bees are dying off at
alarming rates. Learn how our food supply.Plants evolved in turn to make nectar for bees, and
then bees turned the it to other bees, who made it into honey, which would last all winter.Not
to mention, they make us delicious honey to spread across toast. The male honey bees and the
queen bee do not gather food, but each.Bees can be extremely intelligent. Not only do they
learn how to overcome obstacles by doing, but they can actually learn by watching others as
well. Bees.Everyone knows that bees make honey, but what do they do with their honey?.Bees
keep the honey in storage for the winter months when there are no flowers. But they make
more than they need, so beekeepers take the.Bearding is a fascinating process, and the reason
honey bees do it says a lot about can't make the hive's temperature bearable for the brood, the
bees beard .Perhaps you can visualize bees sitting around in a circle, the safety of their hive
and their valuable asset – honey.Cells in a hive are made of beeswax, highly 'expensive'
substance since bees need to consume eight ounces of honey for every ounce of.Bees need two
different kinds of food. One is honey made from nectar, the sugary juice that collects in the
heart of the flowers. The other comes from the anthers.Now, it is a known fact that bees
produce honey, but not every bee out there makes the kind of honey we use. Bumblebees and
wasps make only small amounts.
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